English taught undergraduate courses at VU University Amsterdam

VU University Amsterdam is a comprehensive research university established in 1880. The high quality of education at VU University Amsterdam is internationally recognized, and Amsterdam is a very attractive city to live in.

VU University Amsterdam offers a large choice in English taught courses at undergraduate level in several disciplines that are offered to exchange students. Courses can be found in subjects such as Sciences, Economics, Business, Law, Social Sciences, and Humanities.

Sciences

Faculty of Sciences

*Autumn semester*
- Systems Programming
- Neural Networks

*Spring semester*
- Computer Systems
- Concurrency & Multithreading
- Software Modeling
- Machine Learning

Faculty of Earth and Life Sciences

*Autumn semester*
- Systems Ecology
- Neurological and Psychiatric Disorders
- Health @ work
- Future challenges in global health
- Experimental Cell Biology I
- Experimental Immunology
- Cognitive Neurosciences
- Environmental Toxicology
- Allergy & Auto-immunity
- Sexual Health: Threats & Opportunities
- Key strategies in disability and neuropathy
- Experimental Cell Biology II
- Nature versus Nurture
- Human Evolution
- Genetics and Public Health
- Moving Matters in Health
- Clinical Trials and Health Care
- Molecular Principles of Brain Disorders
- From protein to cell
- Mechanisms of Brain Diseases
- Evolutionary Genetics
- Toxicology and Neurodevelopment
- Food for thought
- Tailoring Medicine and Telemedicine
- The Adaptive Brain
- Molecular Cell Biology
- Biochemistry of Diseases
- The Developing Brain
- Oncology & Public Health
- Drugs and Addiction
- Infectious diseases and vaccine development
- Neuronal Networks and behavior
- Molecular Microbiology
- Mind and Machine

*Spring Semester*
- Digital Spatial data
- Petrology of system Earth
- Mineralogy
- Introduction to Mineralogy
- Tectonics

Faculty of Human Movement Sciences

*Spring Semester*
- Clinical Movement Analysis
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**Economics, Business & Law**

**Faculty of Economics and Business Administration**

**Autumn semester**
- Introduction to International Business Administration
- Marketing Management
- Business Research Methods
- Business Mathematics
- Strategy and Environment
- Business Information Technology
- Advanced Human Resource Management
- Management Accounting & Control
- European Integration & Networks
- Financial Accounting and Bookkeeping
- Organization Design
- Financial Management
- Microeconomics
- Corporate Finance
- Organization Perspectives and Dynamics
- International Economics
- E-business and IT-Industry
- Urban Economics
- Knowledge Management
- Skills Lab
- Integration: Business Processes
- Statistics II
- Human Resources Management

**Spring Semester**
- Organizational Behavior
- Logistics and Operations Research 1.4
- Management Accounting
- Quantitative Business Analysis
- European Business Law
- Entrepreneurship and Networks
- Enterprising Regions
- Advanced Business Research Methods
- Social Network Analysis
- Applied Quantitative Economics
- Environmental Economics and Management
- Transport and Network Economics
- Christian Social Philosophy in an International Perspective
- Investments 3.4
- Development Economics
- Marketing Research
- Statistics I
- Finance and Financial Arithmetic
- Logistics and Information Systems
- Services Marketing Management
- Philosophy II
- Professional Skills
- European Integration and Network Development
- International Marketing
- International Strategy
- Strategy and Economics
- Cross Cultural Management (Basics)
- Economics
- Philosophy I
- Integration: Business Plan

**Faculty of Law**

**Autumn semester**
- Human Rights and Borders
- Internet Governance
- Human Rights and the Citizenship of Aliens
- Risk, Security and Law
- Current Issues in Transnational Law
- Current Issues of Migration Law
- Theoretical Criminology II

**Spring Semester**
- Transnational Organized Crime
- Research skills
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Social Sciences

Faculty of Social Sciences

**Autumn Semester**
- Anthropology of Religion
- Introduction Anthropology
- Development and Environment
- Development and Globalization
- Introduction in Entrepreneurship
- Entrepreneurship Industry
- Security and Policing
- Politics of International Security
- Sociology of Globalization and Multiculturalism
- Radicalization and Conflict
- Intercultural Communication
- Business Anthropology
- Public Management
- History of Political Thought
- State, Power and Conflict
- Identity, Ethnicity and Nationalism
- Culture and Citizenship
- Global Political Economy
- Entrepreneurship and Networks
- Enterprising Regions
- Ethics and Integrity of Governance
- Law of International Security
- Global religion, local Diversity
- Identity and Diversity in Organizations
- Organization Politics
- Media & Entertainment
- Social Research Methodology
- Social Capital and Networks
- History and Theory of Anthropology
- Development from an Interdisciplinary viewpoint
- Entrepreneuring in Amsterdam
- Research Paper International Security
- Urban Struggle
- Organizational Discourse and Narrative Analyses

**Spring semester**
- Organizational Culture and Change
- International Relations and Global Governance
- Media and the Individual
- EU Governance in an International Context
- Social Inequalities and the Welfare State
- Public Relations and Reputation Management
- Social Structure and Political Mobilization
- Ethnographic Monographs
- The Senses and the Emotions: Working with Anthropology and History
- Political Analysis
- Decision Making and Institutional Development

Faculty of Psychology and Education

**Autumn semester**
- Genes and Behavior
- Stress and Health
- Management and Organization
- Social Cognition
- Conflict and cooperation
- Attention
- Brain and Behavior
- Molecular Genetics
- Group Dynamics
- Ideals in Education
- Evolutionary Psychology
- Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuropsychology
- Mind Brain and Education
- Research Toolbox: Methods and Analysis

**Spring semester**
- Communication
- History and Philosophy of Psychology
- The Social Animal
- Human cooperation: Selfishness versus Altruism
- Addiction
- Cognition and Emotion
- The Importance of Education (self study)
- Applied Cognitive Psychology (self study)
- Consumer Psychology (self study)
- Psychology of Religion (self study)
- Philosophy, Cognition and Brain (self study)
- Emotional Development (self study)
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Humanities

Faculty of Arts

**Autumn semester**

Academic English: Grammar
Academic English: Writing 1
British Literature 1900-present
Contemporary Literary Culture
Digital Humanities
Elementary Course Babylonian 1
French Language Skills, Oral 2
French Semantics
From Commonplace to Copy-Paste
Historical Texts A
History and Cultures of the Ancient Near East
Introduction to American Studies
Introduction to Literature
Introduction to the English Language, Grammar
Migrations in Europe
The Netherlands in the Late Middle Ages
Typical Dutch
Analyzing Sources
Creativity: Between Art, Culture and Industry
English Discourse Analysis
Introduction to Cultural History
Remediation
Remix: Remediation and Fandom
Discourse Across Cultures
French Language Skills, Oral 1
Global English
Language and Interaction 3
Myths of Dutch Art
Academic English: Pronunciation training
Academic English: Writing 2
Dutch Literature and Culture of the Golden Age
English Lexis
French Language Skills, Written
French Literature, History of Ancient Culture
The Netherlands in the Early Modern Period
American Literature 1900-present
City and Court in the Renaissance
Dutch Colonialism in European Perspective
Elementary Course Babylonian 2
History of Emotions
History of Mesopotamian Law

**Spring Semester**

Advanced Akkadian Seminar
American Film
British Literature 1688-1780
Elementary Course Babylonian 3
English Language Change
English Language Skills, Writing Skills
French Language Skills, Oral 3
French Literature, History of Modern Culture
Literatures of the Anglophone Americas
Media History 2A
Novel
French Linguistics, Structures
Language and Interaction
Pasts in the Present, part 2
Advanced English Language Skills
Empire and Continental Europe
Networks Around the Indian Ocean
Democratization in the Former Soviet Union
French Linguistics, Pragmatics 2
History of Ancient Near Eastern Literature
Translation English
British and American Literature 1780-1900
Drama
Elementary Course Babylonian 4
English Language Skills, Spoken Language
English Language Skills, Written Language and Writing Skills
French Linguistics, Pragmatics 1
French Literature, Analysis of Texts
Literary Texts
Panorama New French Literature
Renaissance Literature
Shakespeare Adaptations
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